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1. Introduction

The rocking response of rigid free standing bod-
ies during ground shaking has been studied for over 
half a century by many researchers, interested in dif-
ferent slender elements such as ancient stone col-
umns, tombstones, electrical equipment, retaining 
walls, liquid storage tanks, petroleum towers, rigid 
building structures and pieces of furniture. The ba-
sic aim is to predict whether slender structures over-
turn or survive if subjected to different earthquakes. 
Although the apparent simplicity of the issue, the an-
alytical solution of motion equations is not a trivi-
al task even for simple pulse waveforms due to their 
non-linear formulation, the non conservative nature 
of impacts and the exponential character of the re-
sponse functions. Pioneer studies approached the 
problem by means of probabilistic methods [HOUS-
NER, 1963; YIM et al., 1980; ISHIYAMA, 1982]. SPANOS and 
KOH [1984], MAKRIS and ROUSSOS [2000], ZHANG and 
MAKRIS [2001], KOUNADIS [2010] and VOYAGAKI et al. 
[2013] proposed numerical and approximate closed-
form solutions limited to rectangular and sinusoidal 
pulses of half-cycle duration. Others authors pro-

posed analytical-numerical formulations based on 
natural recorded motions [ISHIYAMA, 1983; SHI et al., 
1996; MAKRIS and KONSTANTINIDIS, 2003; KANEKO and 
HAYASHI, 2004; SORRENTINO et al., 2006; APOSTOLOU 
et al., 2007; ARREDONDO and REINOSO, 2008; CHATZIS 
and SMYTH, 2012; GELAGOTI et al., 2012; VASSILIOIU et 
al., 2013; SCHAU and JOHANNES, 2013]. Some studies 
back-analysed experimental results [LIPSCOMBE and 
PELLEGRINO, 1993; ANOOOSHEHPOOR and BRUNE, 2002; 
BARATTA et al., 2006].  

Just a few papers deal with the performance of 
precarious rock blocks in seismically active regions 
[KEEFER, 1984; SCHURCH and BECKER, 2005; BRUNE et 
al., 2005]. VARNES [1978] produced the most widely 
used classification of slope movements: in the case of 
rock slopes different basic types of instability mech-
anisms (falls, slides and topples) can be considered. 
As well known, the geometry of the rocky blocks, the 
presence and the persistence of discontinuities and 
the strength characteristics of the interfaces deter-
mine the type of prevailing failure mechanism under 
static conditions [SHENTON, 1996; GIANI et al., 2014]. 
Nowadays, stability problems of rock slopes are of-
ten analysed by means of Distinct Element Methods 
[CUNDALL, 1971].

Earthquakes can trigger all these types of fail-
ure, but the performance during earthquakes 
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strongly depends on the type of mechanism. While 
falls are definitely characterised by a brittle behav-
iour, in slide mechanism blocks can move without 
necessarily induce a collapse [GAZETAS, 2013]. The 
NEWMARK [1965] method can be used to evaluate 
sliding block displacements, comparing obtained 
values with admissible ones, in the framework of a 
Performance Based Design approach, at the base of 
many recent seismic codes [CEN/TC250, 2004; PI-
ANC, 2001]. This means that, if a pseudo-static ap-
proach is used for a slope stability analysis of rock 
slopes, different seismic coefficients should be used 
for different failure types: higher for falls (peak ac-
celerations divided by the gravity, g), and lower for 
slides, as common in soil slopes [RAMPELLO et al., 
2010]. Also toppling is generally considered as brit-
tle as rock falls: for this reason, very often, peak ac-
celerations are considered in pseudo-static analyses 
of topples induced by earthquakes. This is not true 
and must be considered just as a conservative ap-
proach.

In the subsequent paragraphs, dynamic analyses 
of the rotational kinematics of rocky blocks are pro-
posed. These analyses are based on some restrictive 
hypotheses:
– governing equations of motion  neglect interac-

tion forces with adjacent blocks since each one 
is considered completely detached from the cliff 
and located on a horizontal plane;

– the coefficient of friction at the base of the block 
is large enough to prevent sliding;

– the rock block is considered as a rigid paral-
lelepiped on stiff ground and damages to the 
edges of the block during motion are neglected;

– acceleration is applied in one of the plane defin-
ing the parallelepiped. 
The novelty consists in the fact that obtained re-

sults are used for calibrating seismic coefficients for 
toppling in pseudo-static methods and that the most 
suitable ground motion parameter has been indica-
ted for dynamic approaches.

2. Problem and parameters definition

The configuration of the problem is illustrated 
in figure 1; the block has a rectangular shape with 
uniformly distributed mass m and dimensions 2b 
times 2h. The block is characterized by a dimen-
sionless slenderness parameter a=b/h, or the equiv-
alent critical angle of rotation =tan-1(b/h), and a 
size parameter 2 2h bR = + that is the radial dis-
tance from the centre of rotation to the centre of 
gravity. Depending on the characteristics of the 
horizontal acceleration of the rigid ground üg and 
the properties of the frictional interface, blocks 
may rest, slide, rock, or slide-rock. In order to fo-
cus the attention only on the rocking behaviour it 

is assumed that  the coefficient of friction  at the 
base of the block is large enough to prevent slid-
ing. 

The overturning moment about the base edge 
(m·üg·h) should exceed the restoring moment 
(m·g·b) to trigger rocking motion. As soon as the re-
storing moment is exceeded, uplift occurs and the 
block starts its rocking motion. The rotation around 
pivot points from block initial configuration (dotted 
shape in Fig. 1) is represented by the angle . The 
uplifting condition is given by: 

 gu a
g

≥


 (1)

Under constant horizontal acceleration, once 
uplifting is initiated around the corner point, the 
body overturns. If the block is submitted to dynam-
ic excitations, the modulus of the horizontal accel-
eration can exceed a·g, without necessarily induce 
failure. For a single pulse signal, the duration of 
the pulse influences the behaviour of the block. 
Short-period pulses cannot induce a displacement 
large enough to bring the block at the unstable equi-
librium position. For cyclic acceleration time histo-
ries, the change of sign of inertia forces can contrib-
ute to a rocking behaviour not followed by a collapse 
of the block.

With reference to figure 1, under a positive hori-
zontal ground acceleration üg able to induce uplift, 
the block will initially rotate about the edge O’ with 
a negative rocking rotation  < 0, and, if the acceler-
ation change sign, it will reverse its motion, impact 
on the ground and assume a positive rotation about 
the other edge O and so on. 

The nonlinear dynamic of a rocking block yields 
a set of highly nonlinear equations of motion. The 
first two can be derived from the equilibrium of mo-
ments of restoring forces due to gravity and of over-
turning forces due to inertial actions:
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Fig. 1 – Rigid rectangular block under rocking motion.
Fig. 1 – Blocco rettangolare rigido in moto oscillatorio.
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 (2)

 (3)

Equations (2) and (3) can be derived also from 
Lagrange’s equations for rigid motion, taking into 
account the total kinetic energy of the block and 
the potential energy due to its weight, as done by 
KOUNADIS [2010].

For a uniform rectangular block, the polar mo-
ment of inertia I0 about corner point is:
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Introducing the sign function, equations (2) and 
(3) can be expressed in the compact form:
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where:
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is a frequency parameter (rad/s), characterising the 
dynamic rocking motion of the block. When a rigid 
body instantaneously hits on the ground, the impact 
forces are concentrated on the new impact point 
and the block loses a part of its kinetic energy as so-
me energy is transferred from the rigid block to the 
ground. This might happen due to either radiation 
damping in the supporting plane (elastic impact) or 
plastic deformation of the block on the underlying 
soil (inelastic impact). Its angular velocity right after 
the impact (at time t+

0) is a fraction of that just prior 
to impact (at time t-

0):
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Applying the principle of momentum conserva-
tion, it is possible to obtain the maximum coefficient 
of restitution [HOUSNER, 1963; YIM et al., 1980]:
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While blocks with small aspect ratio (low values 
of a) tend to conserve most of their angular veloc-
ity, less slender blocks (large values of a) dissipate 
more energy during impacts. Each collision dissi-
pates some kinetic energy, so this dissipation mecha-
nism provides an effective form of damping. 

In reality, an additional loss of energy, not con-
sidered in the present work, may occur depending 
on the nature of the material at the impact surface.

The second term in differential equation (5) is 
nonlinear in respects to the trigonometric term [LIP-
SCOMBE and PELLEGRINO, 1993] that introduces a mild 
nonlinearity and due to a discontinuity in the re-
sponse of the block: when  = 0 both corner points 
are in contact with the ground, and hence neither of 
equations (2) and (3) is valid. 

The non-linear equation (5) can be solved by a 
numerical integration with a SIMULINK extension 
in MATLAB [2010]. The analyses described in the 
present pages were was performed with standard or-
dinary differential equations (ode3) solvers with a 
fixed step size of 0.001s. 

The integration of equation (5) in conjunction 
with the constraint imposed by equation (7) yields 
time histories of the rotation and angular velocities.

2.1. Validation of the model for cosine pulses

In order to check the ability of the model to pre-
dict the rocking of rigid slender blocks under cyclic 
and dynamic excitations, a comparison with results 
obtained by ZHANG and MAKRIS [2001] under a sim-
ple one-cosine pulse has been performed. Base ex-
citation of one cosine pulse is represented by equa-
tions: 
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where p is the pulse (rad/s) of the signal, equal to 
2π⋅f, and f is the frequency.

In order to compare the results to ZHANG and 
MAKRIS [2001] analyses the motion equation has 
been linearized using the first-order approximations 
in the form, valid for slender blocks:
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The condition for a block to uplift and to initiate 
rocking motion (1) depends by amplitude ap, so in-
itial conditions at the instant when rocking initiates 
are ug(t=0)=g·tg , (t=0)=0 and θ· (t=0)=0. With ref-
erence to a free-standing block with b=0.5 m, h=2.5 
m and to a pulse with frequency f=0.75 Hz (corre-
sponding to p=4.71 rad/s), figure 2 shows a selec-
tion of the response time histories of the block for 
various levels of the amplitude ap of the cosine base 
acceleration  pulse. The first set of diagrams refers 
to the case of ap = 0.25g. The block initially rotates 
with a negative rotation corresponding to positive in-
ertial forces, then the angle of rotation reverses: it 
implies that the rotation continues smoothly from 
points O to O’ and energy is lost during impact with 
the baseground (=0) whereas angular velocities are 
damped because of the coefficient of restitution. 
The block does not overturn but shows a damped os-
cillatory rocking motion. A similar behaviour is ob-
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served for all the other cases for which ap is higher 
than 0.2g, value of uplift of the block derived from 
equation (1), and lower than 0.34g. 

In the range of ap in between 0.34g and 1.105g 
the block overturns after having experienced one 
impact. In all the cases the impact happens before 
the excitation expires (Fig. 2). For increasing ac-
celerations ap from 0.34g to 1.105 g, the time of im-
pact enhances. It is very interesting to notice that if 
the acceleration amplitude of the one-cosine pulse 
is slightly increased (ap = 1.40g) the block does not 
overturn, although the maximum absolute value of 
rotation  reaches , which is in general consid-
ered as a critical value of the admissible rotation. 
This is because the change in sign of inertial forces 
of the ground is capable to recenter the block. The 
beneficial arrangement between inertial and grav-
ity forces holds until ap is less than 1.928g; as soon 
as the amplitude is further increased, the block will 
overturn without experiencing any impact.

Similar patterns of behaviour are observed also 
for other frequencies of one-cosine pulses. The con-
ditions of overturning are plotted in figure 3, which 
represents an overturning acceleration spectrum of 
block of fixed geometrical features (b=0.5 m, h=2.5 

m). It gives boundaries of the minimum accelera-
tion amplitude that is capable to overturn the block 
varying the frequency pulse. The results of figure 2 
are represented on the vertical crosses (f=0.75 Hz). 
A free-standing block under a one-cosine pulse has 
two modes of tilting: overturning with one impact 
and overturning without impact. Counter intuitively, 
the nonlinear nature of the problem reveals a ‘‘safe 
region’’ between the two modes, meaning that while 
the block overturns for a certain level of shaking, it 
surprisingly remains standing when the amplitude 
increases; for even higher levels of shaking, over-
turning occurs again without any impact. 

The spectrum of figure 3 defines different areas: 
“no rocking” zone in which uplift condition (1) does 
not occur; “safe” region, where rocking rotations are 
damped until expiring, “overturning region with 
one impact” and “overturning with no impact” areas. 

For low frequencies there is not any safe zone 
between the overturning with one impact and over-
turning without impact areas. For frequencies high-
er than 1.05 Hz only overturning without impact is 
allowed (see, for example, the dotted line of Fig. 3).

Time histories for angular velocities and rota-
tions obtained under simple geometrical cosine 

Fig. 2 – Horizontal ground accelerations and time response in terms of  rotations and angular velocities of a slender block 
(p=1.70rad/s, α=0.197rad, r=0.89, b=0.5m, h=2.5m) subjected to one-cosine pulse with maximum amplitudes of 0.250g, 
0.600g e1.400g and frequencies of f=0.75Hz (corresponding to ωp=4.71rad/s).
Fig. 2 – Storie temporali di accelerazioni orizzontali, rotazioni e velocità angolari di un blocco snello (p=1.70rad/s, α=0.197rad, r=0.89, 
b=0.5m, h=2.5m) soggetto ad un impulso cosinusoidale con ampiezze massime di 0.250g, 0.600g e1.400g e frequenza  f=0.75Hz (corri-
spondente a ωp=4.71rad/s).
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pulse excitation are in excellent agreement with 
those of ZHANG and MAKRIS [2001].

Similar spectra have been derived varying the 
slenderness parameter a and size R parameters of the 
blocks. In order to distinguish the role of these two pa-
rameters, it is convenient to refer to the spectrum in 
figure 4, where the peak acceleration is divided by (a·g) 
and the pulse of the signal p is divided by p, which in 
turn depends on R. The line separating the “overturn-
ing with no impact” region from the “safe” region does 
not depend on both slenderness parameter a and size 
parameters R. On the contrary, the lines delineating 
the “overturning” region with one impact still depend 
on the slenderness parameter a, while they are not 
linked to R. This means that the effect of a on this tran-
sition is not linear. The smaller the value of a, the larg-
er is the area of overturning with impact. This interest-
ing behaviour is because energy dissipation at each col-
lision depends on the coefficient of restitution, func-
tion of slenderness, as shown in equation (8).

3. Numerical results

The key issue of this work is the attempt to ana-
lyse toppling hazard induced by natural earthquakes. 
The selected natural records on rock basement used 
in the analyses are collected in table I from Interna-
tional, European and Italian earthquakes databases 
[SCASSERRA et al., 2008; AMBRASEYS et al., 2002; CHIOU 

et al., 2008]. These records are representative of sig-
nificant events and cover a wide range of strong mo-
tion parameters [KRAMER, 1996] such as peak ground 
acceleration PGA=max|a(t)|, Arias intensity
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The toppling potential of real seismic excitations is 
investigated, attempting to derive deeper insights to the 
prevailing factors affecting the overturning phenome-
non. For each earthquake the rocking responses have 
been computed for 100 rectangular blocks (Tab. II), 
meaning for 10 values of slenderness parameter a, rang-
ing between 0.05 to 0.33 (angles  ranging between 2°-
18°), 10 values of b, ranging from 0.1 m to 1 m. 

The upper bound of the slenderness parameter 
a has been chosen so that the hypothesis of slender 
block is still valid, even if the non-linear formulation 
has been used. For the seismic signals able to over-
turn a limited number of blocks, some additional 
ones with h=7 m and different values of the base b 

Fig. 3 – Overturning acceleration spectrum of slender block 
(p =1.70rad/s, = 0.197rad, r = 0.89, b = 0.5m, h = 2.5m) un-
der one-cosine pulse computed with linear formulation.
Fig. 3 – Spettro di ribaltamento di un blocco snello (p=1.70rad/s, 
α=0.197rad, r=0.89, b=0.5m, h=2.5m) soggetto ad un impulso 
cosinusoidale calcolato con la formulazione linearizzata.

Fig. 4 – Overturning acceleration spectra dimensionless 
of slender blocks with different a and R (b=0.25m and 
h=2.50m; b=0.50m and h=2.50m; b=1.00m and h=5.00m; 
b=1.50m and h=5.00m ) under one-cosine pulse.
Fig. 4 – Spettro di ribaltamento adimensionale per blocchi snelli 
con diversi valori di a e di R (b=0.25m e h=2.50m; b=0.50m e 
h=2.50m; b=1.00m e h=5.00m; b=1.50m e h=5.00m ) soggetti ad 
impulso coseno.
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N° Event Mw Station
PGA
(g)

Ia 

(m/s)
PGV 

(cm/s)
SED 

(cm2/s)
f1 

(Hz)
Tm
(s)

Source

1 Friuli, 1976 6.5 ATMZ000 0.357 0.79 22.84 308 2.00 0.400 SCASSERRA et al. [2008]
2 Friuli, 1976 6.5 ATMZ270 0.315 1.20 30.52 630 1.49 0.507 SCASSERRA et al. [2008]
3 Irpinia, 1980 6.9 ASTU270 0.320 1.39 71.92 4779 0.43 0.859 SCASSERRA et al. [2008]
4 Irpinia, 1980 6.9 ASTU000 0.227 1.18 36.97 1972 2.34 0.680 SCASSERRA et al. [2008]
5 Irpinia, 1980 6.9 ABAG 270 0.189 0.43 34.71 1139 0.86 0.995 SCASSERRA et al. [2008]
6 Irpinia, 1980 6.9 ABAG 000 0.130 0.33 23.61 677 0.86 0.683 SCASSERRA et al. [2008]
7 Izmit, 1999 7.6 001231xa 0.161 0.70 18.17 785 1.93 0.577 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
8 Izmit, 1999 7.6 001231ya 0.224 0.92 27.31 1082.2 1.09 0.582 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
9 Izmit, 1999 7.4 GBZ000 0.244 0.55 50.3 4520 1.88 0.679 CHIOU et al. [2008]
10 Loma Prieta, 1989 7.1 CYC285 0.484 1.50 39.66 1450 1.51 0.598 CHIOU et al. [2008]
11 Tabas, 1978 7.3 000182xa 0.338 2.76 18.42 702 1.98 0.356 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
12 Tabas, 1978 7.3 000182ya 0.385 1.61 23.75 1101 1.29 0.459 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
13 Ardal, 1977 6 000158xa 0.908 3.25 57.00 760 3.32 0.257 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
14 Montenegro, 1979 6.9 000198ya 0.219 0.74 25.04 1014 1.46 0.729 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
15 Montenegro, 1979 6.9 000198xa 0.181 0.63 16.77 460 1.83 0.471 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
16 Northridge, 1994 6.6 24278 090 0.568 2.73 51.83 2111 1.22 0.550 CHIOU et al. [2008]
17 Olfus, 2008 6.3 013006xa 0.665 1.39 33.95 589 8.52 0.242 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
18 Olfus, 2008 6.3 013006ya 0.468 1.36 54.48 1587 1.31 0.649 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
19 Olfus, 2008 6.3 013010xa 0.536 1.26 49.77 892 2.26 0.557 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
20 Olfus, 2008 6.3 013010ya 0.326 0.52 36.7 412 2.58 0.52 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
21 Bingol, 2003 6.3 007142xa 0.515 1.99 33.56 774 1.86 0.340 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
22 Bingol, 2003 6.3 007142ya 0.297 0.83 20.97 442 2.95 0.376 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
23 South Iceland, 2000 6.4 006349xa 0.744 1.65 45.61 573 3.25 0.377 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
24 South Iceland, 2000 6.4 006349ya 0.838 2.74 92.3 4654 2.01 0.731 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
25 South Iceland, 2000 6.5 004674xa 0.318 0.45 61.32 1854 2.54 0.669 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
26 South Iceland, 2000 6.5 004674ya 0.338 1.24 23.92 848 4.26 0.404 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
27 Duzce, 1999 7.2 006500xa 0.496 2.00 16.53 374 3.15 0.289 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
28 Duzce, 1999 7.2 006500ya 0.919 9.84 38.09 1606 2.92 0.299 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
29 Bam , 2003 6.6 008003xa 0.804 8.21 117.54 7972 5.50 0.500 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
30 Bam, 2003 6.6 008003ya 0.637 5.03 59.52 3133 4.52 0.400 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
31 Avej, 2002 6.5 007718xa 0.446 2.40 22.55 283 3.17 0.283 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
32 Avej, 2002 6.5 007718ya 0.433 1.33 18.16 178 4.19 0.257 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
33 Montenegro, 1979 6.9 000200xa 0.224 0.74 13.83 274 2.64 0.410 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
34 Montenegro, 1979 6.9 000200ya 0.256 0.47 12.85 193 3.33 0.391 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
35 Oelfus, 1998 4.7 004992xa 0.145 0.04 3.94 4 6.35 0.169 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
36 Oelfus, 1998 4.7 004992ya 0.236 0.1 9.52 15 3.81 0.269 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
37 Mt. Hengill area, 1998 5.4 005079xa 0.173 0.16 10.91 47 2.44 0.299 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
38 Mt. Hengill area, 1998 5.4 005079ya 0.136 0.06 5.12 9 5.82 0.193 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
39 Kozani, 1995 6.5 006115xa 0.208 0.27 8.60 66 5.88 0.277 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
40 Kozani, 1995 6.5 006115ya 0.142 0.2 6.61 38 2.905 0.262 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
41 Firuzabad, 1994 5.9 007156xa 0.310 0.16 11.39 91 4.27 0.232 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
42 Firuzabad, 1994 5.9 007156ya 0.256 0.75 8.97 69 4.24 0.221 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
43 Spitak, 1988 4.2 000465xa 0.202 0.75 6.7 10 6.74 0.166 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
44 Spitak, 1988 4.2 000465ya 0.193 0.11 4.45 5 5.37 0.153 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
45 Etolia, 1988 5.3 000428xa 0.166 0.15 6.2 32 2.93 0.276 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
46 Etolia, 1988 5.3 000428ya 0.176 0.26 8.37 67 3.44 0.281 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
47 Tirana, 1988 5.9 003802xa 0.113 0.10 5.16 32 8.25 0.281 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
48 Tirana, 1988 5.9 003802ya 0.412 0.24 14.09 51 5.47 0.249 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
49 Umbria Marche, 1997 5.4 ENCB090 0.383 0.34 11.45 28 8.54 0.173 SCASSERRA et al. [2008]
50 Umbria Marche, 1997 5.4 ENCB000 0.263 0.29 8.05 21 6.59 0.166 SCASSERRA et al. [2008]
51 Umbria Marche, 1997 5.2 IBCT090 0.162 0.06 4.78 66 5.66 0.194 SCASSERRA et al. [2008]
52 Umbria Marche, 1997 5.2 IBCT000 0.169 0.09 3.5 6 10.84 0.144 SCASSERRA et al. [2008]
53 Bitola, 1994 6.1 006059xa 0.073 0.04 3.33 6 3.59 0.287 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
54 Bitola, 1994 6.1 006059ya 0.081 0.03 2.51 5 3.59 0.253 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
55 Ano Liosa 1, 1999 6 001313xa 0.265 0.34 16.1 103 4.05 0.345 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
56 Ano Liosa 1, 1999 6 001313ya 0.307 0.44 14.72 94 4.59 0.277 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
57 Ano Liosa 2, 1999 6 001715xa 0.326 0.59 21.86 124 5.74 0.273 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
58 Ano Liosa 2, 1999 6 001715ya 0.31 0.68 17.23 137 5.16 0.288 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
59 Bucharest, 1977 7.5 006898xa 0.045 0.05 7.13 158 0.51 1.158 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
60 Bucharest , 1977 7.5 006898ya 0.039 0.05 5.98 112 0.66 0.904 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
61 Biga, 1983 6.1 000352xa 0.051 0.03 6.82 74 0.63 0.879 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]
62 Biga, 1983 6.1 000352ya 0.044 0.03 9.09 126 3.42 0.856 AMBRASEYS et al. [2002]

Tab. I – Seismic database used for the rocking stability analyses.
Tab. I – Database di accelerogrammi selezionati per le analisi di ribaltamento.
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have been analysed, even if the slenderness of these 
blocks is below the lower bound of 0.05

A selection of the analysed time histories is re-
ported in figure 5. Time histories have not been 
scaled. The set of nonlinear motion equations (5 
and 7) has been solved for the whole accelerometric 
database of table I.

3.1. Stability analysis and rocking for A-STU270 record

The results obtained applying the ASTU270 ac-
celerogram at the base of two blocks with same base 
b=0.7m, but different heights, respectively h=6.3m 
and h=10.5m are plotted in figure 6 in terms of ro-
tation and angular velocity. In both cases, motion 

a 0.05 0.07 0.08 0.10 0.11 0.13 0.14 0.17 0.25 0.33

b (m) h (m)

0.1 2.00 1.50 1.25 1.00 0.90 0.80 0.70 0.60 0.40 0.30

0.2 4.00 3.00 2.50 2.00 1.80 1.60 1.40 1.20 0.80 0.61

0.3 6.00 4.50 3.75 3.00 2.70 2.40 2.10 1.80 1.20 0.90

0.4 8.00 6.00 5.00 4.00 3.60 3.20 2.80 2.40 1.60 1.21

0.5 10.00 7.50 6.25 5.00 4.50 4.00 3.50 3.00 2.00 1.50

0.6 12.00 9.00 7.50 6.00 5.40 4.80 4.20 3.60 2.40 1.82

0.7 14.00 10.50 8.75 7.00 6.30 5.60 4.90 4.20 2.80 2.10

0.8 16.00 11.99 10.00 8.00 7.20 6.40 5.60 4.80 3.20 2.42

0.9 18.00 13.50 11.25 9.00 8.10 7.20 6.30 5.40 3.60 2.70

1 20.00 14.99 12.50 10.00 9.00 8.00 7.00 6.00 4.00 3.03

Tab. II – Block sizes investigated.
Tab. II – Dimensioni dei blocchi investigati.

Fig. 5 – Some inputs acceleration time histories of records on rock site selected from International, European and Italian 
earthquakes databases.
Fig. 5 – Alcuni accelerogrammi su suolo rigido selezionati da database italiani e internazionali.
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starts when acceleration exceeds the critical value of 
equation (1). The shorter block rotates alternatively 
about the two edges (O’ and O) with an angular ve-
locity that gradually decreases. Because some energy 
is dissipated in each collision, rotations are gradually 
reduced, until the block comes to rest after a series 
of cycles. The taller block is less stable and overturns 
after some impacts before the excitation expires. 

For the same time-history (A-STU270) the re-
sults of all the investigated blocks are shown in fig-
ure 7 in terms of h-b plots: safe blocks are represent-
ed by circles, while overturned ones by crosses. The 
“pseudo-static limit” (PGA/g = b/h) corresponds to 
the beginning of uplift around one of the corner 
points and produce collapse for a constant horizon-
tal acceleration. Under earthquakes this limit can 
be overpassed without inducing block collapse, due 
to the beneficial effects of reversing inertial forces. 
The “dynamic limit” has been obtained connecting 
the points relative to the more stubby (higher val-
ues of a) stable blocks. Hence, this curve represents 
the boundary condition for which the investigated 
blocks are safe before overturning. Pseudostatic and 
dynamic limit divide the graph of figure 7 in three 

regions. Above the “pseudo-static limit” rocking mo-
tion does not start; between the “pseudo-static lim-
it” and the “dynamic limit” there is a “safe area” in 
which safe rocking motion occurs, while the region 
below the “dynamic limit” represents the overturn-
ing area in which toppling of blocks occurs in almost 
all the cases. The behaviour of blocks in this last re-
gion is highly irregular: in some cases, investigat-
ed bodies may show a safe behaviour and taller ele-
ments are sometimes more stable than shorter ones 
of the same breadth b. For example (see Fig. 7), this 
is the case of blocks of breadth b=0.60 m for which 
the first overturned block has a height h=3.60 m, but 
for h=4.20 m an unexpected safe rocking behaviour 
appears. These effects have been noted also for co-
sine pulse excitations (see Figs. 3 and 4). 

3.2. Reduction coefficients for pseudo-static analyses

The stability analyses have been carried out for 
all the investigated blocks and earthquakes of table I; 
the results are summarized in figure 8 in which the 
“dynamic limit” curves obtained for each record al-

Fig. 6 – The acceleration time history of ASTU270 with the corresponding time histories of induced rotation and angular 
velocities in two different blocks (b=0.7m and h=6.3m; b=0.7m and h=10.5m). In the first column, the block is safe under 
damped rocking motion while the second block overturns.
Fig. 6 – L’accelerogramma  ASTU270 con le corrispondenti storie temporali di rotazioni e velocità angolari di due blocchi (b=0.7m and 
h=6.3m; b=0.7m and h=10.5m). Nella prima colonna il blocco (a=0.11) oscilla senza ribaltare, nella seconda colonna il blocco (a=0.07) 
ribalta.
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low to distinguish safe from overturning area (for the 
sake of clearness, these curves have been cut at h = 
7 m). The most surprising consideration is that on-
ly the seismic records from n°1 to n°30 are able to 
uplift and overturn some of the investigated blocks. 
Hence, there are not curves for the last thirty-two re-
cords of table I. 

As it can be noticed, the curves of figure 8 are 
very scattered and they are almost independent on 
the values of PGA. For instance, the ATMZ000 re-
cord shows a much lower dynamic curve than that 
due to ASTU270 record, even if their PGA values 
are very close to each other (respectively 0.357g and 
0.32g). 

Traditionally, the most widely accepted approach 
for seismic overturning analyses is the pseudo-static 
method with a seismic horizontal coefficient equal to 
the peak ground acceleration, PGA, divided by the 
gravity, g. This approach is adopted in the large part 
of design codes and provisions worldwide. So an in-
teresting way of portraying the rocking spectrum of 
figure 8 is to compare pseudo-static and dynamic re-
sults as done in figure 9. The dimensionless block 
base ratio b/bps on the ordinate axis is the minimum 
stable base obtained by the dynamic analysis, b, divid-
ed by the limit value of the base, bps, obtained from 
the pseudo-static analysis:

 bps=PGA/g·h (11)

On abscissa axis a dimensionless parameter 
Tp/Tm is representative of frequency characteristics 
of the ground motion and block dimensions. Tp is 
the inverse of frequency parameter characterising 
the dynamic rocking motion of the block:
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and Tm is the mean period proposed by RATHJE et al. 
[1998] defined considering Fourier amplitudes of 
the entire accelerogram Ci and discrete Fourier tran-
sform frequencies fi between 0.25 and 20Hz as: 
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All the points have ordinate values less than 1, 
so it leads to remark that the ratio b/bps can be con-
sidered as a reductive coefficient  of the acceler-
ation to be used in pseudo-static analyses (PGA). 
An upper bound line is proposed in the rocking 
spectrum of figure 9 in order to link reductive 

Fig. 7 – Stability analysis of blocks by ASTU270 time history.
Fig. 7 – Analisi di stabilità dei 100 blocchi soggetti all’accelero-
gramma ASTU270.

Fig. 8 – Rocking spectrum: stability analyses in h-b plots.
Fig. 8 – Spettro di ribaltamento: analisi di stabilità nel piano h-b.
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toppling coefficients to ground motion frequen-
cy content and block dimensions. It is possible af-
firm that:
– for Tp/Tm<5,the ratio b/bps is not far from 1. It 

means that PGA is an adequate intensity param-
eter for blocks with low R and for poor frequen-
cy content signals;

– for Tp/Tm>5 larger blocks behaviour under high 
frequency excitations, PGA is not an adequate 
intensity parameter.  
The rocking spectrum, therefore, highlights 

the existence of a safety reserve more significant for 
large blocks and rich frequency content time histo-
ries. This reserve could be taken into account in dy-
namic simplified (pseudo-static) analysis through re-
ductive coefficient  given from equation:

 =1.35·exp (–0.12·(Tp/Tm)) (14) 

3.3. Ground motion parameters effects and overturning 
intensity parameter

An attempt to find  a correlation between rock-
ing responses and synthetic earthquake parameters 
as PGA, Arias intensity, Dominant frequency, PGV 
and Energy flux, has been conducted. This could 
be very relevant in order to define an appropri-
ate intensity parameter to which relate the perfor-
mance of the blocks under seismic actions. The dy-
namic responses of rocky blocks have been related 
to other  seismic parameters, evaluated by seismic 
softwares [SEISMOSOFT, 2013].

To this aim an overturning index Iover , has been 
introduced  as:

 Iover=nover/ntot (15)

with nover number of overturned blocks and ntot , that 
is 100, total number of examined blocks [SORRENTI-
NO et al., 2006]. The main goal is to evaluate which 
signal is more dangerous, (i.e. capable to determi-
ne the highest number of rocky block topplings). As 
an example, for signals ATMZ000 and ASTU270, the 
Iover  assumes very different values, respectively 1% 
and 57%, even if their PGA values are very close to 
each other (respectively 0.357g and 0.32g).  

This study leads to the following remarks:
– The overturning index  Iover is plotted in fig-

ure 10a) as a function of the PGA for all earth-
quakes, showing a very poor correlation;  PGA 
is not sufficient to convey the toppling potential 
of seismic record, even if PGA is still widely used 
in pseudo-static approach, due to its conveni-
ence.

– The integral parameter capable to take account 
for amplitudes and duration of seismic events, 
is Arias intensity. However, the duration weak-
ly affects the block response because the mod-
el does take into account neither for any cumu-
lative damage, nor any sliding because of brittle 
mechanism, so the correlation of Arias intensity 
with stability of rocky blocks is poor.  

– A single parameter that provides a useful, al-
though somewhat crude, representation of the 
frequency content of a ground motion is the 
dominant frequency f1,  inverse of predominant 
period defined as the period of vibration corre-
sponding to the maximum value of the Fouri-
er amplitude spectrum. No clear correlation is 
recognizable by the comparison of a predom-
inant frequency by h-b plots of rocking spec-
trum.

–  The overturning index  Iover is plotted in fig-
ure (10b) in function of PGV; the effect of peak 
ground velocity on dynamic response curves 

Fig. 9 – Rocking spectrum: reductive coefficients  equation.
Fig. 9 – Spettro di ribaltamento: coefficiente riduttivo .
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seems very interesting because records with 
low PGV are unable to overturn any investigat-
ed blocks, even those of small size and slender 
shape. 

– Taking into account the physical meaning of 
Specific Energy Density [TRIFUNAC, 2008] and 
considering that equations (2) and (3) can de-
rived from energetic equations [KOUNDADIS, 
201; VOYAGAKI et al., 2013], it seems reasonable 
to check whether SED could be used as an in-
tensity index. This is confirmed by the analy-
ses, reported in figure 10c), since the number 
of overturned blocks increases as SED increas-
es, showing a quite good correlation. Results 
of overturning dynamic analyses show as earth-
quakes with SED<300cm2/s (last thirty-two re-
cords of Tab. I) are unable to topple any block.

– Owing to this remark, the most likely ground 
motion parameters to represent toppling phe-
nomena are SED and PGV.

4. Concluding remarks

The paper investigates the rocking and over-
turning response of slender rock blocks on a stiff 
base submitted to simple cyclic excitations and to 
natural earthquakes. When blocks are subjected to 
one-cosine pulses, not only the dominant frequen-
cy but also the nature and especially the asymme-
try of the excitation signal have a strong effect on 
the overturning potential. A state-space formula-
tion has been performed, in order to simulate dy-
namic responses of rock blocks subjected to nat-
ural earthquakes in terms of rotations and angu-
lar velocities and some concluding remarks can be 
drawn: 
1) While for constant horizontal acceleration (stat-

ic conditions) toppling is influenced only by the 

slenderness, under cyclic and dynamic condi-
tions both size and slenderness parameters of 
blocks, as well as the nature of the base shaking, 
affect the overturning potential. 

2)  Peak ground acceleration is a good intensity pa-
rameter for long period earthquakes: it means 
that PGA required to initiate the motion is ad-
equate to overturning blocks whereas, for high 
frequency earthquakes, PGA required to topple 
the block might be larger than the one neces-
sary to uplift. Following this consideration, a re-
duction coefficient β of the PGA is introduced 
to apply pseudo-static approach, that is the sim-
plest and most common analysis method that ne-
glects completely the transient and cyclic nature 
of seismic forces.

3) Dynamic responses are summarised in rocking 
spectra in terms of stability, distinguishing be-
tween safe and overturning region as function of 
dimensions. The practical application of rocking 
spectra is to quickly find out which rocky block 
can topple under earthquakes.

4) The correlation between different seismic in-
dices and block responses indicates that peak 
ground velocity (PGV) and Specific Energy Den-
sity (SED), reflect the damage intensity level 
more than the peak ground acceleration (PGA), 
in terms of the overturning index Iover. There-
fore, PGV, more likely than PGA and other 
ground motion parameters, characterizes earth-
quake overturning potential. 
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Ribaltamento di blocchi di roccia sotto 
azioni sismiche

Sommario

Il classico problema della risposta oscillatoria di blocchi 
rettangolari, snelli e rigidi sotto azioni sismiche è analizzato 
nell’ambito della stabilità dei pendii. Lo studio del ribaltamento 
di blocchi di roccia, separati dalla parete e poggianti su un 
substrato rigido, per effetto del moto sismico, è stato affrontato 
con un modello meccanico bidimensionale. Le equazioni che 
governano il fenomeno del ribaltamento considerano la perdita 
di energia cinetica ad ogni impatto: durante il moto oscillatorio 
si assume che la rotazione passa da un angolo all’altro della 
base del blocco con continuità e che l’attrito sia sufficientemente 
alto da impedire lo scorrimento. La validazione del modello 
messo a punto è stata effettuata confrontando i risultati con 
quelli riportati in letteratura per impulsi semplici.  Lo studio è 
stato esteso ad accelerogrammi reali, non scalati, considerando 
62 registrazioni da database italiani e internazionali applicate 
a 100 blocchi rettangolari. Gli accelerogrammi selezionati 
coprono un vasto range di parametri, quali PGA, PGV, 
Intensità di Arias, Energia specifica, contenuto in frequenza. I 
risultati delle analisi evidenziano che il criterio pseudostatico, 
basato sulla massima accelerazione su affioramento rigido, 
non è in grado di valutare il potenziale di ribaltamento del 
terremoto, in quanto indica la sola condizione di sollevamento 
del blocco dal suolo e l’inizio del moto oscillatorio. Il contributo 
innovativo del lavoro consiste nel proporre un coefficiente 
riduttivo β della PGA che consente di portare in conto gli effetti 
benefici della natura dinamica del moto. Inoltre si evidenzia che 
per blocchi di piccole dimensioni la PGA è un valore correlabile 
al potenziale di ribaltamento di un terremoto, mentre per blocchi 
di dimensioni maggiori il ribaltamento dipende maggiormente 
dalla PGV.


